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A Picture Speaks A Thousand Words:  
Making Research More Visual 
Market research still uses too many words, with most approaches continuing to focus on 
question and answer approaches to understanding human behaviour. However, we know that 
most of the brain lives in the physical world and builds knowledge through the sensory system 
and especially the visual sense. It’s time for market research to get more visual and use the power 
of images and metaphors to capture the real feelings of people that sit beyond the rational and 
verbal brain. 

The age of the image 

Why does market research still spend so much time engaging the rational brain through 
standard qualitative and quantitative approaches, in much the same way that the marketing and 
advertising industry still mistakenly focuses on logical persuasion? 

The twenty-first century is truly the age of the image, with visual literacy said to be on the rise 
(and verbal literacy in decline) in a multi-screen culture. Arguably, humans have always been 
visual, with the focus on the written word only a very recent phenomenon in human history. It 
is also true that the word fetish is much more a mark of Western culture than Asian, where 
visual context continues to be much more visual and written languages are often symbolic. 

With today’s technology there is no longer an excuse for making more use of pictures and less 
use of words, even in quantitative research. Projective tools and visual metaphors have been 
around for some time, although perhaps not used as systematically as they could be, and also 
looked down on by association with some of the more questionable aspects of psychoanalysis 
(along with the Western word fetish). 

The blink of an eye 

The brain processes images in the blink of an eye, bringing a rich set of associations and 
meanings. By comparison, words require deliberate and rational thought processes to 
understand, coming with a slower and more limited set of associations that often depend on 
knowing the context that cannot be conveyed by the word alone. 

Visual information accounts for around 90% of the 11 million or more pieces of sensory 
information that flood into the brain every second. This information keeps us updated about 
the changes happening in the world around is and is important for our survival. That’s why 
around one-third to one-half of everything that the brain does is related to processing and 
interpreting visual information. 

The brain thinks visually, which is why metaphors are so powerful and pervasive in language. In 
order to understand the abstract concepts and ideas communicated by language the brain 
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translates them back into a language that it can understand. This is the language of physical and 
sensory experience. 

A mind of metaphor 

Indeed many argue that metaphors and analogies are the basis of thought itself. George Lakoff 
and others argue that metaphors are the stuff of thought. Douglas Hofstadter has written at 
length about the role of analogy and metaphor in everyday conversation, thinking, learning and 
creativity. He argues that analogy and categorisation are part of the same mental process of 
determining the meaning of something, either by grouping it with other things (categorisation) 
or finding how it might relate to other different things (analogy). Both are ways of reframing 
information and finding a context in which that information can be used to create meaning. 
While Asia focuses more on relationships and Western culture more on distinctions and 
categorisations, ultimately the objective is the same. 

Steven Pinker put it this way: “If all abstract thought is metaphorical, and all metaphors are 
assembled out of biologically based concepts, then we would have an explanation for the evolution of 
human intelligence. Human intelligence would be a product of metaphor and combinatorics. 
Metaphor allows the mind to use a few basic ideas ... to understand more abstract domains. 
Combinatorics allows a finite set of simple ideas to rise to an infinite set of complex ones”. 

The world and our emotional responses to events in the world are experienced physically, with 
cognitive appraisal and verbal description an after-thought. Indeed, many have written of the 
importance of body language and tone-of-voice in communication, both having far more impact 
than the words spoken in any face-to-face meeting. While the precise impact of each is still 
debated, the relative importance of visual and audio cues over verbal ones cannot. We experience 
this every day, when we “see” what people are saying as much as we “hear” the words they speak 
(the McGurk effect shows how much we lip read as well as listen). 
  

Projecting the right image 

Projective techniques have been used for many years in market research with metaphor 
elicitation a more recent development. Such techniques use the powerful way in which images 
are easy for people to make associations and analogies, but generally rely on the “creativity” and 
“expressiveness” of individual participants, who may therefore not be completely typical 
consumers.  

It is well understood that our brains are much better at recognition than recall. That is, while we 
often struggle to remember the right phrase or picture to capture a previous experience, when 
we see it we know it. Therefore, if it is possible to capture a set of images that can allow people to 
express all the relevant ideas and associations, it may be much better, and importantly quicker, to 
get them to respond to such a set of stimuli than to ask them to find the right picture. 

So the challenge is to have clear and comprehensive frameworks and find appropriate images 
that have consistent meanings across different participant profiles (e.g, ages, cultures). 
Alternatively, if the picture set encompasses images that can appeal across a wide range of 
backgrounds, then this allows everyone to find the right image for them. The advantage of such 
an approach is not only that you take the burden of finding the right image from the participant, 
but the process itself becomes a game of creating visual stories, relying on behavioural responses 
instead of rationalised verbal answers. 
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Images of indulgence 

TapestryWorks have invested much time and effort into finding such image sets in order to help 
people express their feelings and emotions and separately to express the different sensory 
experiences that they associate with an idea, brand, experience or product. Both of these image 
sets have been used in a recent study in Indonesia, where the objective was to understand the 
feelings and associations that Indonesian consumers bring to the concept of indulgence. 

In the first part of the research, TapestryWorks used a set of image cards from out StoryWorks® 
proprietary model of human goals to understand the feelings associated with indulgence. This 
model is based around 12 universal human goals, with images depicting both positive and 
negative associations with the goal. For example, if you value belonging, then the positive 
feelings associated with achieving the goal include connection, empathy and equality. By 
contrast, negative feelings associated with belonging include the fear of isolation and the vice of 
mob rule. Each such associated feeling is visualised in the StoryWorks Visual Think cards 
through contextual images of human behaviour or visual metaphors that describe the emotion 
(i.e., someone inside a bubble to describe feeling isolated). 

The responses of participants were clear. While indulgence was associated with feelings of 
freedom and individuality, these feelings were tethered to associations with group affiliation, 
belonging and safety. For Indonesians, a little freedom in the moment is liberating, as long as 
they don’t lose touch with their friends and family around them. Also, it was clear that 
indulgence was not seen as something special or a luxury, but rather an ordinary and almost 
everyday need for temporary escape from the world through small moments of innocent 
pleasure. 
 

The sense of indulgence 

The second part of the research focused on some of the more physical and sensorial associations 
with the idea of indulgence. For this part, TapestryWorks used out esSense® Visual Think cards, 
built around our proprietary esSense framework. The cards break down each aspect of sensory 
experience into binary oppositions where possible or into constituent elements (for senses such 
as colour and smell). The discussion with participants used a subset of the cards to understand 
the strongest sensory associations using a mixture of card sorts and binary choices. 
The chosen images represented softness, silky textures, slow speed, cooling sensations (like a fan 
blowing over your face) and a friendly personalized typeface (rather than something more 
formal). However the feeling was rich, rather than plain, and associated with slower musical 
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styles like gentle jazz. In terms of colour, indulgence was most strongly associated with a shade 
of blue, although a small sub-group chose purple and pink colours.  
 

In Indonesia, blue is seen as peaceful, clean, shy, calm and soothing as well as being the colour of 
the ocean. However, this would not necessarily be true in other Asian countries.  Overall, the 
feeling of indulgence was very calm for most people, although a few also expressed an edge of 
excitement. Some described indulgent moments as an escape, and the feeling of slowing down 
the world around you in order to relax and refresh your mind.  

These findings were used to build a number of alternative emotional platforms for the client’s 
brand, as well as informing their priorities for product and packaging development to build a 
successful launch in 2015. 

Five reasons to think visually in research 

In summary, images work better than words in many areas of research because they speak more 
directly to the emotional and experiencing brain, without the need for translation.  Our work 
with visual toolkits demonstrates the power of visuals to capture the richness of human 
experience and emotions. Images work better than words because: 

1.They are mentally processed more easily and spontaneously  
2.They evoke a richer set of associations and memories 
3.They do not require translation to be used across multiple cultures and countries (or even 
those with differing language abilities) 
4.They provide consistency of stimulus across cultures, countries and customer groups 
5.They provide a clearer way to communicate insights with clients, who are just as visual as 
the rest of us 

Isn’t it time that researchers used less words and talked more directly to the reality of people’s 
everyday lives and experiences? 

Neil Gains is Managing Partner of TapestryWorks and author of Brand esSense. He can be reached via 
@tapestryworks or neil@tapestry.works 
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This is the third in TapestryWorks’ series of case studies and white papers. TapestryWorks decodes people 
and culture to build consistent meaning into brand experiences. We help build culture sense for brands. 
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